
Automation: Where Do We Go From Here? 
As health systems face new demands on scarce resources, automating  
time-intensive revenue cycle tasks has become the norm. But skepticism remains, 
and many revenue cycle leaders have been left disappointed in automation as  
they know it. In a recent focus group, health system revenue cycle leaders discussed 
next generation automation, pitfalls and triumphs, and how to lay the foundation to 
build even more time saving automations.
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Claim attachments top wish lists 
A more efficient claim attachments process is high on 
wish lists, and most are assessing the best path to achieve 
automation in this space, considering EHR payer platforms, 
clearinghouse attachments, or RPA. Payer adoption for both 
EHR payer platforms and clearinghouse transactions are 
still minimal, and concerns around payers having unfettered 
access to EHR documentation via a payer platform adds to 
the general skepticism around this as a solution, opening the 
way for a perfect automation use case.
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100%  
of respondents ranked claim 
attachment automation on 
their immediate wish lists

Only  
1 out of 5  
respondents have  
attempted to automate  
the ADR response process 

4 out of 5   
respondents have automated 
claims status to some degree,  
but none of them considered  
it a “triumph” 

Back-end automations are hampered  
by payer inconsistency
ADR response and denial resolution may have been 
rated more highly if it weren’t for the inconsistency 
and lack of specificity in how payers use denial codes. 
Revenue cycle leaders can solve for this by working with 
a data science team to support layering additional claim 
data elements with CARC/RARC combinations  
by payer to increase specificity of fully automated 
denial responses.

Claim status automations often  
don’t live up to expectations
Claim status automation is table stakes, but  
with varying results and disappointing vendor 
partnerships. AI is not yet living up to the hype in  
this space; actionable status responses and 
exception-based workflows are more valuable  
in driving avoided touches.



Cloudmed, an R1 company, helps healthcare systems maximize outcomes in a complex 
financial world. With industry-leading expertise and data-driven technology, we deliver 
actionable insights across the revenue cycle, helping providers boost productivity and 
increase revenue. We are proud to partner with over 3,100 healthcare providers in the 
United States to recover over $1.7 billion of underpaid or unidentified revenue annually.
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For an assessment performed by our government reimbursement experts, email   
connect@cloudmed.com

Interested in tackling complex automation?  
Get started with a complimentary assessment 
Cloudmed is committed to full transparency in evaluating and communicating automation  
opportunities and anticipated benefits. To deliver that transparency, we conduct a value 
assessment for each project that includes: 

1. Identification of high-value automation uses in organizational workflows 

2. A realistic estimate of value based on good faith recommendations

3. The methodology and standards for measuring results

4. Full transparency and clarity on costs and terms of service 

5. A collaborative partnership plan articulating client expectations  

TOP AUTOMATION USE-CASE WISH LIST

MEET OUR EXPERTS

Pre/Point of  Service Use Cases

Claim Generation Use Cases

Collection And Payment Use Cases

Denial Resolution and Appeals

Appointment Scheduling

Provider Enrollment

Upfront Claim Attachments

https://www.cloudmed.com/automation-suite/#form-banner

